
MATHEMATICAL TERM MEANING TO CALCULATE THE ROOT OF A

NUMBER

Definition of the root of a number as used in math. For example, the third root ( also called the cube root) of 64 is 4,
because if you multiply three fours together.

Where does the expression come from? Simplifying Square Roots One of the most challenging tasks you may
have to perform with square roots is simplifying large square roots, but you just need to follow some simple
rules to tackle these questions. It's not entirely clear to me whether its first application in math was strictly to
square or cube roots, or more generally to any "original number" that produces some result. See Article
History Root, in mathematics , a solution to an equation, usually expressed as a number or an algebraic
formula. The integer n is called the index of the root. What Is a Square Root? Updated May 22, By Lee
Johnson Square roots are often found in math and science problems, and any student needs to pick up the
basics of square roots to tackle these questions. Incidentally I disagree with both you and the quotation above
as to the use of "root" to mean "a value that produces zero. If the coefficients lie in the complex field, an
equation of the nth degree has exactly n not necessarily distinct complex roots. Did it use to only apply to
square roots, or is the origin of the word completely different? Later it was generalized to mean the origins, or
beginnings of something whether it was physical or mental. It is common to confuse the two usages and talk
about the "roots of the function," but that is sloppy. Learn More in these related Britannica articles:. Math
Home Search Dr. But an equation does not always have a root in its coefficient field. In graph theory, which
abounds with botanical metaphors, a graph is said to be rooted if one of its points, known as the root, is
distinguished from all the other points. These problems are more challenging, but you can learn to solve them
based on the definition of i and the standard rules for roots. Hosch , Associate Editor. The cube root is the
number that, when multiplied by itself twice, equals the original number. For every integer n, the nth roots of
unity can be determined in terms of the rational numbers by means of rational operations and radicals; but they
can be constructed by ruler and compasses i. This article was most recently revised and updated by William L.
Remember that every number actually has two square roots. If the coefficients are real and n is odd, there is a
real root. I prefer to keep the two terms separate.


